Vendor Managed Inventory Programs

Let an Olander Company Contract Specialist explain the many benefits of a bin stock program designed for your company. Bin stock programs provide a cost-effective solution to “C” commodity inventory management. Product is available at the “Point-of-Use” to ensure a seamless supply to the manufacturing floor. An Olander stocking program will reduce your costs by:

- Reducing floor space needed for inventory
- Reducing the cost of carrying inventory
- Eliminating the cost of incoming inspection
- Consolidating your vendor base
- Maximizing inventory turns

The Olander Company will draw on over twenty-years experience in Inventory Management when creating and implementing a custom program tailored to your company’s specific needs. Olander is able to offer the following features while designing your company’s program by:

- Customizing bin arrangements and labels
- Creating flexible audit and replenishment schedules
- Conducting frequent inventory evaluations
- Running reviews to support your changing needs

Call us today, and let us show you how a VMI Program can help save your company time and money!
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